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the constitutionality of the ministerial decree or the legality
of the prefectorial order and demanded of the government
instant withdrawal of the decree, failing which they were
ready to resist. Meanwhile they advised citizens not to
surrender their arms.' At Ferrara the fascio ordered
and secured the closing down of all shops and factories
as a protest, and a general lock-out in the three
provinces was expected. The decrees were not with-
drawn, but a week later at Bologna the £ Committee of
Action against Disarmament3 was able to report with
satisfaction on the small numbers of those who had yielded
up their arms. The most determined opponents of pacifica-
tion were the landowners, principal instigators and gainers
by the fascist offensive.
In the province of Bologna raids and acts of terrorism
increased, particularly after the meeting of the fascist
provincial congress (April 3), which was celebrated by the
destruction of numerous workers' and socialist clubs in the
capital. In the province of Ferrara, operations on a grand
scale began earlier, at the beginning of March, and reached
a peak in May, when the expeditions becamee innumerable ',
there were so many, says the fascist historian, thate one could
no longer keep count; leagues, organizations, all were
overthrown.' On May 26 Italo Balbo, who had planned and
directed all the expeditions without any interference from
the local authorities, was arrested at Ferrara for being
found in possession of a revolver. c As soon as the news
became known the town was in a ferment. Columns
of fascists roused the population with patriotic songs,
while the bells of the principal churches sounded
the tocsin. At one o'clock in the morning the
Castello Estense was besieged by the fascists, who had
mobilized, rounded up their country squadrons and
threatened to occupy it. The authorities were forced to
free Balbo and he was presented by public subscription
with a new weapon to replace the confiscated one*' Two
months earlier Arpinati, the leader of the action squadrons
in Bologna, accused of having committed several murders
and other acts of violence, had been set free three
days later after similar demonstrations.

